Scavenger Hunt at the Library

Can you find these 10 items? Read the riddles and study the thumbnail photos for clues! Search for the items at the Central Library, Plaza, Southeast, Bluford, and Trails West Branches.

Eighty-three inches not 36 stories, and it'll tell you the time. A beauty it is, just like the big one, an architect built it to mime. Now here it stands near a bar made for coffee - You'll find it not far from the beautiful lobby.

It’s not for spaghetti, your tchotchkes, or fruit, Though any of those items it would perfectly suit. No, this is to say, “Hey, Library, well done!” You’ll find it by windows out of reach of the sun.

They may eat your knees while you sit with a book, Don’t settle near them if you’re easily shook. Just past the large books and magic kids’ place, Look through the glass and you’ll see a face.

You’ll see it, but you’ll never hear it. You can probably bring in your drum kit. To not be heard, close the door; You’ll figure out what it’s for.

You may hear it or smell it when it’s out of sight, It’ll pique your interest if you need a bite. Small, sleek, and red, not every branch has one, During certain events, this makes lots of fun.
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Tireless teacher and human rights leader,
He fought against boss Tom Pendergast.
Always a student and a great reader,
Through the community, his legacy lasts.

His feet look like tissue boxes or blocks,
He doesn’t seem to be wearing socks.
Find him to learn what’s going on,
No one has said, but his name could be John.

Holding hands with the Tin Man is rough.
Though he’s gentle-hearted, not rough.
We bet you’ve heard the story before,
But if you haven’t, a big treat is in store.

Years before the Parade of Hearts,
A similar project paired beef with the arts.
Where this one once stood has been lost to time,
Maybe ’twas the corner of 12th and bo-Vine.

Horses that run and a coachman who steers
Built by the famed KC puppeteers.
“Into the Woods” at the Rep was its start,
Now it lives in the Library feeling all smart.